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Abstract
Presence of inflammation in knee joint is the early indication of arthritis. In this paper, we performed the inflamed region
segmentation from knee joint thermograms for structural feature extraction based knee abnormality prediction. Existing four
popular segmentation techniques are investigated, namely K-means, Fuzzy C-means, Otsu, Single seeded region growing.
We proposed modified multi-seeded region growing method that generates 98.6% accurate segmentation rate compared
to ground truth of inflammation. Based on the spread of the inflammation oriented structural feature analysis, in the first
stage of classification we classified arthritis affected knee joint thermograms, and all other types of thermograms (nonarthritis) with 91% accuracy. Among different types of arthritis, the most damaging type that causes disability of joints in
long run is known as rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Early diagnosis of RA in subclinical stage enormously helps clinicians to
decrease the disease affect. In second stage of classification, we integrated the RA and non-RA categorization by extracting
texture, shape and frequency level features. Experiment shows that the combination of all features decreases the accurate
detection rate of RA classification. To increase the classification rate, we incorporated the accuracy based feature selection procedure. The RA classification rate obtained with accuracy based feature selection is 73% whereas existing support
vector machine-recursive feature elimination (SVM-RFE) and RELIEF methods provide 67% and 71% correct classification rate respectively. The area under the curve (AUC) of accuracy based feature selection, SVM-RFE, and RELIEF for
RA classification are 0.72, 0.65 and 0.67, respectively and it indicates better classification outcome of the accuracy based
feature selection method.
Keywords Arthritis · RA · Segmentation · Feature extraction · Feature selection · Classification

Introduction
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is an autoimmune chronic disease
that causes inflammation in affected joints, generates pain
and deformity which leads to long-term disability. Worldwide RA occurrence rate is in between 0.5 and 1% and in
India, the rate is 0.9% [1–3]. The analysis shows that mortality rate due to RA is 22% of all deaths under arthritis
and other rheumatic conditions (AORC) [4]. Thermal image
based inflammation analysis of arthritis may help in diagnosis of RA in subclinical stage. Depending on the fact, this
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study addresses the problem of predicting RA affected knee
joints with the help of thermal image captured from arthritis
affected patients, normal subjects and pain related subjects
with unknown reason.
Existing studies shows that globally 100 different kinds
of arthritis are present among which RA is the commonly
occurring inflammatory arthritis which causes damage to
body joints and internal organs [5]. The other commonly
occurring types are osteoarthritis (OA), reactive arthritis
(ReA), polyarthritis (PA) etc. RA may affect several joints
of the body like knee, ankle, wrist, finger joint, elbow,
and hip. The most commonly affected large joint by RA
is knee [6]. Diagnosis of RA depends on the subjective
evaluation of tenderness, swelling, restriction of movement and pathological tests. In case of subclinical condition, factors associated with subjective evaluation are mild
in nature which results imprecise diagnosis of arthritis.
The diagnosis of arthritis depending on structural image
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of joints are popularly performed using X-ray plate, histological image, and Magnetic Resonance Image. Observer
dependent subjective evaluation based diagnosis of RA
by medical expert provides higher sensitivity (above 0.9)
compare to X-ray image and histological image oriented
accurate RA diagnosis (0.55 and 0.38, respectively) [7].
X-ray and MRI generate a structural diagnosis of arthritis
through structural imaging that is able to detect an abnormality in the acute stage of the disease. Clinical investigation of RA highly depends on erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR). Higher the value of ESR indicates the
presence of inflammation in the body which is related to
RA. The normal range of ESR is 0–15 mm/h for male and
0–22 mm/h for female [8]. In some cases, the ESR range
for RA and for other kind of arthritis may become similar
as shown in Fig. 1. The Fig. 1 also shows that ESR rate
of some RA patients is under normal range. In such situation, clinical test based diagnosis of RA is impalpable for
medical experts. Thermal imaging may serve as image
based non-invasive potential inflammation detecting tool
in subclinical stage of RA diagnosis. Inflammation oriented diagnosis of RA using thermogram may also help
medical experts in the treatment of disease depending on
the type of arthritis.
Investigation of previous works shows that, Snekhalatha
et al. [9] analyzed the hand thermograms of the rheumatoid patients and normal subjects depending on temperature oriented first order statistical features and gray level
co-occurrence matrix features. In their study, features are
extracted from the segmented region generated through the
application of K-means clustering on hand thermograms.
Borojević et al. [10] also used first order statistical features
for temperature based analysis of RA and OA. The temperature oriented study of thermograms by Frize et al. [11]
reports that thermal imaging can detect the presence of RA

in the human body. The study also shows that compared to
other joints, the metacarpal phalangeal joint of the middle
and index finger, and the knee joint best indicate the presence RA in human body. In the area of feature-oriented
analysis of thermogram, Acharya et al. [12] performed textural feature-based classification of normal and malignant
breast thermogram from corresponding co-occurrence and
run-length matrix of thermal breast image. Classification of
normal and abnormal breast thermogram was executed by
Francis et al. [13] by extracting the statistical and texture
features from the curvelet domain of thermogram. Milosevic et al. [14] also detected pattern based abnormality
through the extracted gray level co-occurrence Matrices
from breast thermogram. Classification of breast thermogram in between three groups, i.e., breast with benign
tumor, breast with malignant tumor, and healthy breast has
been carried out by EtehadTavakol et al. [15] using the
extracted bi-spectral invariant features from breast thermogram intensity distribution.
The thermogram analysis based review in medical domain
shows a vast application of thermal imaging in breast thermogram classification. The review also shows that image
oriented thermogram based analysis of RA is present in
past research, but contains lack of automated classification
of RA. In this paper, we focused on the area of automated
classification of thermogram for detection of RA. The knee
joint is selected as the large joint for classification as the
knee is most commonly affected joint by arthritis and clearly
indicates the presence of RA [6, 16, 17]. Focusing on RA
diagnosis from thermogram, contributions of our analysis
includes,
(a) segmentation of inflamed region of interest from knee
thermograms through hybrid technology,
(b) structural feature based classification of arthritis and
other types (normal knee or knee pain with unknown
reason) of knee thermograms,
(c) classification of RA affected thermograms among all
types of arthritis affected knee thermograms by selection of relevant features.

Methodological description

Fig. 1  ESR rate for type based arthritis patients
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The classification of RA from all types of knee thermogram is performed using two-stage classifier as shown in
Fig. 2. The knee thermograms are arthritis affected or not is
determined in the 1st stage of classification using structural
features as described in “1st stage classification: arthritis affected knee vs. other types of knee (non-arthritis)”.
Arthritis affected thermograms are RA or non-RA will be
determined in the second stage of classification (described
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inflamed region segmentation and shape feature extraction
from the segmented regions.
Inflamed region of interest (ROI) segmentation

Fig. 2  Overall flow-diagram of RA classification using knee thermogram

in “2nd stage classification: RA vs. non RA”). Pre-processing of all the thermogram are performed to increase
the accuracy of classification as detailed in “Thermogram
pre-processing”.

1st stage classification: arthritis affected knee vs.
other types of knee (non‑arthritis)
Inflammation in knee region indicates increase of temperature due to abnormality. In case of arthritis, the body
defense system turns against the healthy tissues by considering those as foreign substances which causes inflammation in joints [18]. Arthritis in knee region results tenderness, swelling, redness and synovitis [19]. In subclinical
stage, those symptoms may not be clearly detected by
medical experts where thermography helps in detection of
subclinical inflammation. Inflammation in knee region may
also occurs due to increase in body temperature, external
pressure in the knee area or excessive work and may cause
pain in the knee region. Therefore, the 1st stage of classification aims to classify in between the thermograms of
arthritis affected knees and other knees (knee with pain due
to unknown reason/healthy knee) by analyzing the shape of
inflammation spreading. The classification is followed by

Segmentation of inflamed region from knee thermogram
extracts the suspicious regions that may contain temperature more than the average temperature of the knee. The
suspicious regions in thermogram are brighter than surrounding pixels with fuzzy boundaries and low contrast.
Therefore, segmentation of inflamed regions with maximum rate of true positive (TP) and true negative (TN) is a
complex task to perform. In past research, Fuzzy C-means
(FCM) [9, 20, 21], K-means [21–23], Otsu thresholding
(Otsu) [24–26] and single seeded region growing (RG)
[27, 28] methods are popularly used for segmenting
inflamed region. Performance of all the methods mainly
depends on user input parameters like cluster number,
cluster center, initial seed point, threshold level. The
existing region growing method for thermogram inflamed
region extraction is mainly single seeded and threshold
oriented where maximum intensity pixel is selected as the
seed point. But, thermogram may contain multiple disconnected inflamed region of interests. Therefore, in our
analysis, we use Modified Multi-seeded region growing
method. The Algorithm 1 and 1.1 represents the procedure of the modified multi-seeded region growing used
for thermogram segmentation in this study. The steps are
elaborately detailed below.
Algorithm input and variable initialization The output
of the pre-processing step (described in “Thermogram preprocessing”) in gray scale format is used as the input of the
Algorithm and represented by variable I of size x × y. Here,
x is the total numbers of rows and y is the total number of
columns of the input image. The threshold value T is fixed
to 0.01 for growing the region i.e., for considering similar
types of pixels compare to seed pixel under inflamed region
and COND is initialized as 0. The detailed of fixing T as
0.01 is discussed in “T and 𝜙 value selection for modified
multi-seeded region growing”. The COND is the variable
used as iteration stopping criteria. A matrix B′ of size x × y
is initialized with zero value for storing the binary mask of
region growing outcome.
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Step 1 The input image I is stored in I ′ by decrementing
all the pixel intensities with value one. Deduction of pixel
value helps in correct seed point selection in further steps.
The I ′ is normalized by dividing with 255 (highest gray level
pixel intensity) and stored in P and R for computational simplicity. The variable 𝜙 is fixed by taking the mean of histogram peaks with highest gray level of all the thermograms
and used for conditional checking for iteration progress. The
detailed of fixing 𝜙 is discussed in “T and 𝜙 value selection
for modified multi-seeded region growing”. Depending on
𝜙, the COND value is determined for condition checking.
Step 2, 3, 4 The selection of seed point is performed by
extracting the highest pixel intensity and its position in the
input image using Algorithm 1.1. The variable M stores the
maximum intensity value within the image and u , v stores
the corresponding row and column position of M . If the
value of M is less than 𝜙, then COND will set to 1 and Algorithm processing will terminate. In first iteration COND = 1
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indicates that, the themogram does not contain any inflamed
region of interest. If step 3 does not satisfies, then COND
will remain with value 0 and iteration process will progress.
The process of region growing is iterative in manner and
step 4 mainly controls the progress of iteration.
Step 4.1 In this step, the region growing will take place
considering the selected seed (M) in previous step. Each
eight neighborhood pixel of the seed pixel is compared with
the seed value depending on absolute difference. The neighborhood pixel (s) whose values are very near to the seed
value (allowing a minimum threshold, T) are considered
under inflamed region of interest and also set with value 1.
Step 4.2,4.3 To represent the inflamed region of interest,
a binary mask is created depending on the output of step
4.1 and using Eq. 1. The binary mask based outcome of nth
iteration is merged with the binary mask of (n − 1)th iteration in step 4.3 for extraction of optimal inflamed region of
interest:
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B (m, n) =

{

1 if P(m, n) = 1
,
0 if P(m, n) ≠ 1

(1)

here, (m, n) indicates the each pixel position in P.
Step 4.4,4.5 The binary mask based outcome of step 4.3 is
transposed using Eq. 2. This step mainly applied to avoid the
pixels which are already considered under inflamed region of
interest in the next seed selection process of Algorithm 1.1.
The step 4.5 performs pixel wise multiplication of the step
4.4 outcome and R. The outcome of step 4.5 considers the
pixels with value 1 of B′ as 0. Through this, in step 4.5, the
0 intensity pixels of k generates corresponding 0 values in P
and not considered as seed in Algorithm 1.1:
{
1 if B� (m, n) ≠ 1
k(m, n) =
,
(2)
0 if B� (m, n) = 1

B′ is the outcome of step 4.3. Here, (m, n) indicates the each
pixel position in B′.
Step 4.6, 4.7 The step 2 is repeated here for selection of
seed in each iteration using Algorithm 1.1. In step 4.7, the
COND is fixed to 0 or 1 depending on the condition M < 𝜙.
The value of COND is used for termination of iteration in
step 4.
Step 5 In this step, the final binary mask (B� ) represented
the inflamed ROI is pixel wise multiplied with the original
input image (I). The output of the multiplication (F) provides
original intensity of the inflamed region.
Algorithm output The binary mask B′ and the inflamed
region F is the final outcome of the modified multi-seeded
region growing algorithm. The mask mainly represents the
area of inflammation with value 1 and used for shape feature
extraction of inflamed region. The F consists of inflamed

region pixel intensity values and used for statistical analysis
in classification step.
Shape feature extraction
In case of arthritis affected knee, maximum inflammation
present in patella region and its surrounded synovial membrane in connected cluster manner. Therefore, after inflamed
ROI segmentation, a set of shape features are extracted from
the ROI which contains information regarding the area and
boundary of inflammation spreading [29]. The arthritis
affected knee contains more inflammation compared to the
normal knee or pain containing knee due to general causes
[30]. So, in case of knee arthritis, the spread of inflammation is clearly visible with a large area of spreading, whereas
inflammation spreading to other knees are blurry and not in
patella region as shown in Fig. 3b, d. Thus we use seven shape
features to classify the knee thermograms in between arthritis
affected group and normal/others group as given in Table 1.
Arthritis and non‑arthritis classification
The 1st stage classification is performed to assign the thermogram in a certain class in between arthritis affected knee
or other knee (normal or knee pain for unknown reason).
The classification is executed by a classifier that takes shape
features of inflamed ROI, given in Table 1 as input. Both
the 1st and 2nd stage of classification used in this study
was performed by using the support vector machine (SVM)
classifier. The SVM classifier is the well-known classifier
for medical image classification [12, 29, 38]. We use SVM
classification with linear kernel in this study. The linear
kernel is the simplest one compare to others for SVM classifier and requires minimum training and testing time, and

Fig. 3  Examples of inflamed
region oriented ground truth of
knee thermograms; a knee thermogram of arthritis patient; b
ground truth of inflamed region
of arthritis related thermogram
(a) marked by red boundary;
c knee thermogram related to
knee pain; d ground truth of
inflamed region of knee pain
related thermogram (c) marled
by red boundary
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Table 1  Shape features extracted from ROI
Feature

Description

Area
Euler number
Perimeter
Convexity
Eccentricity
Orientation
Solidity

Total number of pixels inside the extracted ROI
Relationship in between the number of contiguous parts and number of holes present in an inflamed ROI
Total number of points present in the in the boundary of all the disjoint inflamed region
Average of the ratio in between smallest convex polygon of each connected inflamed ROI and contour of that inflamed ROI
Summation of the ratio in between the major axis and minor axis of each connected inflamed region
Summation of the angle between the major axis and horizontal axis for each connected inflamed region
Solidity defines whether the inflamed region is convex or concave by dividing the inflamed area with convex hull. Solidity
of Ideal convex shaped inflamed region is 1. Summation of solidity of each connected inflamed region in a thermogram
represents the overall solidity

2nd stage classifier for detection of RA affected knee. The
Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of 2nd stage classification for RA
detection and detailed in next subsections.
Feature extraction
After preprocessing and inflamed region of interest segmentation from arthritis affected knee thermograms, three types
of features are extracted, namely, texture feature, frequency
level feature and shape feature from inflamed ROI and holistic knee thermograms. The preprocessing step of thermogram is detailed in “Thermogram pre-processing” and procedure for ROI extraction is already detailed in “Inflamed
region of interest (ROI) segmentation”.

Fig. 4  Flow chart of 2nd stage classification (RA classification) using
FOS first order statistical features, SGLDM special gray level dependence matrix feature, GLDS gray level difference statistics feature,
NGTDM neighbourhood gray tone difference matrix feature, SFM
statistical feature matrix, TEM texture energy measure, FPS fourier
power spectrum features, and shape features

still generates good accuracy of classification compare to
other kernels. The accuracy of classification is calculated
by taking the mean of threefold cross validation accuracy
through SVM classifier. In the next stage of classification,
the rheumatoid arthritis (RA) affected knee thermograms
are detected from the group of arthritis affected knees as
described in the following section.

2nd stage classification: RA vs. non RA
In our analysis, classification in between RA and other types
of arthritis using knee thermograms is performed through
the analysis of extracted texture, frequency, and shape level
features of inflamed regions and texture features of holistic
knee regions. The above mentioned features extracted from
arthritis affected knee thermograms are used as the input of
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Texture feature extraction Analysis of texture feature on
arthritis-related knee thermogram and inflamed ROI can be
used to identify RA. Figure 5 shows the histogram of knee
thermogram and ROI for the preliminary assumption of a textural difference between RA and other arthritis. Visually histograms of RA and other kind of arthritis consists of differences
related to intensity range as shown in Fig. 5b, f. The maximum
intensity of RA thermogram reaches near to highest gray level
pixel intensity as shown in Fig. 5b compare to other types of
arthritis (shown in Fig. 5f). Histogram of the intensity distribution of inflamed ROI extracted from RA and other arthritis
is also analyzed and shown in Fig. 5d, h, respectively. Visually
the histogram of ROI has a minimum difference in between
RA and other arthritis. As histogram wise thermogram of RA
and other arthritis contains visual differences, therefore textural features are extracted from thermograms and ROI for RA
classification. In our analysis, 55 texture features are extracted
from arthritis-related thermograms and their inflamed ROIs
by grouping them into 6 categories as detailed in Table 2.
Frequency level feature extraction Coarse and fine texture
analysis of inflamed ROI for RA classification is performed
based on Fourier power spectrum analysis of the inflamed
regions. In case of coarse texture, the extracted radial sum
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Fig. 5  a RA affected knee; b histogram of RA affected knee (a); c inflamed ROI extracted from RA affected knee; d histogram of ROI shown in
c; e arthritis affected knee (not RA); f histogram of e; g inflamed ROI extracted from e; h histogram of g

Table 2  Features extracted for 2nd stage classification (RA classification)
Features ID

Features group

Texture level features
F1–F9
First order statistical features
[31]

Abbreviation

No. of features

Features name

Applied on

FOS

9

Mean, variance, median, mode,
skewness, kurtosis, energy,
entropy, standard deviation
Mean and difference based
extracted features energy,
contrast, correlation, variance,
homogeneity, sum average,
sun of variance, sum entropy,
entropy, difference variance,
difference entropy, information measures of correlation (from x axis and y axis
individually)
Homogeneity, contrast, energy,
entropy, mean
Coarseness, contrast, busyness,
complexity, texture strength
Coarseness, contrast, periodicity, regularity/roughness
Texture energy using LL, EE,
SS, LE,ES, LS kernel (5 × 5)

Knee thermogram, inflamed
ROI

Inflamed ROI

F10–F35

Spatial gray level dependence
matrices [32]

SGLDMa

26

F36–F40

Gray level difference statistics
[33]
Neighborhood gray-tone difference matrix [34]
Statistical feature matrix [35]

GLDS

5

NGTDM

5

SFM

4

TEM

6

FPS

2

Radial sum, angular sum

SF

7

Area, Euler number, perimeter, Binary mask of inflamed ROI
convexity, eccentricity, orientation, solidity

F41–F45
F46–F49
F50–F55

Texture energy measure [36,
37]
Frequency level features
F56–F57 Fourier power spectrum [37]
ROI shape features
F58–F64 Shape features [29]

Knee thermogram, inflamed
ROI

Knee thermogram, inflamed
ROI
Knee thermogram, inflamed
ROI
Knee thermogram, inflamed
ROI
Knee thermogram, inflamed
ROI

a

In SGLDM, all the mentioned 13 features are calculated in 0°, 45°, 90° and 135° angle. In the first mean group, mean of each feature in all four
angle are calculated. So, the mean group of SGLDM generates 13 features. In the difference group, difference between maximum and minimum
value of a feature in its 4 angles are calculated. So the difference group of SGLDM also generates 13 features. The SGLDM contains total 26
features by combining the mean and difference group
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from Fourier transformed ROI is higher compared to fine
texture. Similarly, the angular sum will be higher for the
ROI texture containing many lines or edges in a particular
direction.
Shape feature extraction from inflamed ROI Extraction of
shape features is performed on the binary mask of inflamed
ROIs. These features extraction are implemented by following the shape feature extraction procedure as detailed in 1st
stage classification given in “Shape feature extraction”. As
generated inflammation in case of all knee arthritis is similar in nature and also present in the patellar region, therefore
shape feature may not be able to classify RA from a group
of arthritis affected knee thermograms.
Feature selection for 2nd stage classification (RA
classification)
In the 2nd stage of classification, extraction of features
has been performed from knee thermograms and inflamed
ROIs for classification of RA.Total 119 features are
extracted from each knee thermogram, where 55 features
are extracted from holistic knee thermogram, 57 features
are extracted from inflamed regions of knee thermogram
and seven features are extracted from the binary mask of
inflamed regions. Among those extracted features of size
D, some features are positively correlated with each other.
The optimal subset of features, d (d < D) may increase the
accuracy of classification [40]. In our analysis, we use the
support vector machines-recursive feature elimination
(SVM-RFE) [38], and RELIEF [39] methods for selection of important features as input of classifier. The SVMRFE is a rank based iterative method of feature reduction
wherein each iteration the rank of the feature is determined
depending on the effectiveness of that feature for classification of data. The selected features using SVM-RFE is
fed as the input of SVM classifier for detection of RA. In
RELIEF, the weight of each feature is iteratively determined according to the ability to discriminate in between
groups depending on neighbor pattern and distance margins. But the choice of rank threshold and weight threshold
for selection of relevant features is the main limitation of
SVM-RFE and RELIEF respectively. Therefore, we performed group wise higher accuracy based feature selection for proper detection of RA in our analysis. The significance of features selection and procedure of accuracy
based feature selection is detailed in “Feature selection for
RA classification”.
RA vs. non‑RA classification
Classification of RA from a group of arthritis affected knee
thermograms is performed after extracting features and
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selecting optimal features from those. The SVM with linear
kernel classifier is used for RA classification. In the second
stage of classification also, the accuracy of the classifier is
determined by taking the average of threefold classification
rate.

Thermogram acquisition, dataset
description, data pre‑processing and ground
truth generation
Classification of RA has been implemented on our arthritis
affected captured knee thermogram dataset. The acquisition of the knee data was performed at Physical Medicine
and Rehabilitation (PMR) Department, Agartala Government Medical College (AGMC) of Govind Ballav Pant
(GBP) Hospital, Agartala, Tripura (W), by following the
standardized method of thermogram acquisition under the
supervision of a medical expert. All the captured thermograms consist of unwanted information like company
logo, temperature scale, background region, temperature
flow related information in whole leg etc. That information increase the processing time of analysis and may
increase the error rate of classification. Therefore, all the
thermograms are gone through the pre-processing before
segmentation and feature extraction. Also in this study,
for feature-based classification of RA, the inflamed region
is extracted from knee thermograms. Accurate extraction of the inflamed region increases the accuracy of the
inflammatory area oriented shape based feature effect.
Validation of the accurate inflamed region segmentation
has been performed depending on the ground truth data
related to the inflamed area of each thermogram prepared
by medical experts. In the rest of the section we detailed
the dataset along with acquisition details, thermogram preprocessing as per requirement and procedure of ground
truth generation.

Thermogram acquisition and dataset description
Standardized protocols for acquisition of knee thermogram
mainly depends on environmental condition, camera specification, camera positioning and patient preparation [3].
The most influencing factors related to environmental conditions are room temperature, room lightning condition and
humidity. Depending on the review of medical thermogram
acquisition [43], the room temperature is fixed to 22 °C and
the room has been kept dark during acquisition to avoid
unnecessary artifacts from light source. The humidity is
not considered during the acquisition as the variation is
low due to constant air conditioning effect of the room. The
FLIR T-650sc thermogram system is used for capturing
the data with 640 × 480 resolution and 0.02 °C sensitivity
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at 30 °C. The distance between the thermal camera and
knee region has been kept within 2-m distance for anterior
view of knee. During patient preparation, 15 min rest in
controlled environment has been followed for each subject
which stabilizes of temperature distribution in human body.
During the rest and acquisition time, no clothing, lotion,
contact of other body parts or material are allowed in the
knee region. Standardized methods of thermogram acquisition decreases poor precision of measurements during
feature extraction.
Following the standard protocols of thermogram acquisition, the created dataset contains total 110 knee thermograms where 60 thermograms are from arthritis group and
rest are from healthy or knee pain affected group. The age
of most of the subjects from both the groups are within the
range of 40–65 years. Among those 60, 20 thermograms
belong to rheumatoid arthritis (RA), 20 belong to osteoarthritis (OA), and rests are of reactive arthritis (ReA) group.
The knee thermograms used for analysis are stored following the gray palette form of color representation as shown
in Fig. 6a. In this palette, the relation between temperature
and pixel intensity is proportional to each other. The 24-bit
gray palette consists of the red (R), green (G) and blue (B)
channels. The values of R, G and B channels for any pixel
is equal to each other and this characteristic is responsible
for visually gray representation of thermogram with 24-bit.
Transformation of a thermogram from 24-bit to 8-bit gray
scale is performed by taking the R or G or B channel values

for every pixel. This transformation simplifies the analysis
without losing the properties of original thermogram as
the 8-bit representation is identical with any of the R, G, B
channels of the image. In our study, we take the R channel
pixel intensity value of each pixel.

Thermogram pre‑processing
In our captured dataset, the temperature range of thermograms varies from each other depending on the body core
temperature of patient and disease severity. The maximum
temperature in a thermogram is represented by higher gray
level intensity and minimum is by lower. So, temperature
representation of each gray shade pixel intensity varies for
each of the thermograms. For normalization of the temperature range of all the thermograms and their corresponding
grayscale pixel intensity, the range of each thermogram is
fixed into 20 (minimum temperature) to 40 (maximum temperature) degree centigrade. After normalization, manual
cropping of knee region from whole leg thermogram is
performed to decrease the complexity of unwanted region
analysis. Figure 6b, c shows an example of the stepwise output of thermogram preprocessing.

Ground truth generation
The region of interest based classification of knee thermogram depending on the structure of inflammation

Fig. 6  a Original thermogram;
b temperature adjusted thermogram, c manually cropped knee
thermogram; d ground truth
representing inflamed ROI
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spreading is highly influenced by the accurate extraction
of the inflamed areas from the pre-processing output. The
accuracy of the ROI segmentation is determined by the
ground truth data related to inflammation spreading generated by medical expert. For our dataset, ground truth
generation has been performed in two steps. In the first
step, five technicians individually marked the inflamed
region of each knee thermogram. The final ground truth
is generated from the five sets created by technicians using
voting policy for each pixel. In the voting policy, one pixel
is marked as part of inflamed ROI, if at least three technicians consider that pixel under inflamed ROI. In the second step, the output of voting policy based final ground
truth is further evaluated by medical expert. If the medical
expert rejects the output as appropriate inflamed region
than marking process by technicians will be performed
again under expert’s supervision for generation of accurate ground truth through voting policy. Figure 6d shows
the binary mask of the corresponding final ground truth
region of Fig. 6c.

Experimental results
In our analysis, classification of RA from knee thermograms
mainly depends on segmentation of inflamed region, feature
extraction and feature selection. This section details the outcome of each factors depending on accuracy and includes
comparative study.

Performance analysis of ROI segmentation
Accurate segmentation of inflamed region helps in shape
analysis of inflammation spreading. In our analysis, first
phase of thermogram classification in between arthritis
affected knee and other knee is performed depending
on the shape of inflammation spreading. The modified
multi-seeded region growing is applied in our captured
knee thermogram dataset for extracting inflamed ROI as
detailed in “Inflamed region of interest (ROI) segmentation”. Popularly used existing methods of inflamed region
extraction from thermograms are K-means clustering
(K-means) [19–21], Fuzzy c means clustering (FCM) [9,
18, 19], Otsu threshold based clustering (Otsu) [24–26],
and single seeded region growing [27, 28]. For comparative study, selection of the number of clusters of all the
existing clustering methods for maximum accuracy are
chosen through trial and error method. The optimal accuracy is achieved with cluster number 7 for K-means clustering, and 10 for Fuzzy c means clustering with fuzzy
weighting exponent value 1.5. In case of Otsu threshold
based clustering, the optimal segmentation accuracy is
found with threshold level 9 and the threshold value for
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single seeded region growing is fixed to 0.01 for accurate
segmentation of inflamed ROI. In our modified multiseeded region growing method also we use 0.01 as the
threshold value. Except region growing, the cluster representing the maximum intensity value of the input image
is considered as the final inflamed region oriented output
for comparative study. The Fig. 7 shows an example of the
segmentation outcome of existing and proposed methods
along with ground truth data in binary format. Table 3
represents the intensity matching oriented quantitative
analysis base comparative study of segmentation outcome of the proposed and existing methods. The intensity
matching based analysis is performed depending on true
positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and
false negative (FN) values generated through comparing
the ground truth (GT) and segmentation outcome (SO). TP
is the total number of pixels that were considered both by
GT and SO under inflamed region and represented with
pixel value 1. On the other hand, TN indicates the pixels
which were mutually considered as non-inflamed region
in both the GT and SO , and represented with pixel value 0.
Therefore, TP = GT ∩ SO (considering pixel value 1) and
TN = (GT ∪ SO) [42]. FP stands for those pixels which are
under non-inflamed region in GT (with intensity value 0),
but considered as inflamed region in SO (with intensity
value 1). FN is the reverse condition of FP, where the
inflamed region in the GT are considered as non- inflamed
region in the SO . The FP and FN can be represented as,
FP = SO ∩ GT and FN = GT ∩ SO [42]. Depending on
total number of TP, TN, FP and FN, five measuring factors are calculated for comparing the area of GT and SO .
The factors are sensitivity (SENS), specificity (SPEC),
accuracy (ACC), similarity (SIM) and border error (BE).
Except border error, higher the value of all the factors
indicates better segmentation. The Table 3 detailed the
formulations [42] and measuring factor based segmentation outcomes in our knee thermogram dataset. Observation of Fig. 7 and Table 3 indicates that the modified
multi-seeded region growing method provides better segmentation outcome compared to the existing method of
inflamed region segmentation from thermograms.

Experimental result on classification
In our analysis, the first stage of the classification categorizes arthritis affected knee and other knee thermograms
using SVM classifier. Shape feature based first stage classification achieves 91% correct detection rate with sensitivity
0.93 and specificity 0.9. For RA classification, the extracted
features from arthritis affected knees are fed to SVM classifier. Inflamed ROI of arthritis affected thermogram are
used for texture, frequency and shape level feature extraction. Also, texture features are extracted from holistic knee
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Fig. 7  Thermogram segmentation outputs: Row 1: input thermogram; Row 2: ground truth; Row 3: modified multi-seeded region growing; Row
4: K-means; Row 5: FCM; Row 6: Otsu thresholding ; Row 7: single seeded region growing

thermogram of arthritis affected patients. For effectiveness
of individual feature group, we first analyzed the group-wise
accuracy of RA classification. The texture feature group

contains six intra-groups as given in Table 2. The Fig. 8
shows the accuracy based outcome of the analysis. Observation on Fig. 8 are as follows:
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Table 3  Performance measure
of segmentation techniques

Measuring factors Formula

Used methods for thermogram inflamed region segmentation
K-means FCM

Sensitivity [42]
Specificity [42]
Accuracy (%)
Similarity [42]
Border error [42]

TP
TP+FN
TN
TN+FP
TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN
2TP
2TP+FN+FP
FP+FN
TP+FN

0.352
0.999
× 100 97
0.467

0.753

Otsu

0.994 0.997
0.973 0.949
97.4

95

Single seeded Modified multi
region growing seeded region
growing
0.395

0.978

0.998
97.3

0.986
98.6

0.731 0.607

0.494

0.83

1.756 2.701

0.77

0.508

Fig. 8  Feature group base accuracy of RA classification using
SVM classifier

(c) individually, extracted gray level difference statistics
(GLDS) features from inflamed ROI generates the best
accuracy (70%) of RA classification.

Feature selection for RA classification

Fig. 9  Rank based accuracy of classification using SVM-RFE

(a) depending on accuracy, extracted knee thermogram features are more important compared to inflamed ROI
features for RA classification,
(b) combination of all extracted features significantly
decreases the rate of classification. So feature selection
method is essential for discriminating feature extraction
from all the extracted features,
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The accuracy of classification depends on features used as
input in the classifier, and selection of appropriate features
is a complex task to perform. In fact, accuracy of classification for the same dataset may differ depending on classifier
and features. As mentioned in “RA vs. non-RA classification”, SVM is considered as the classification method for
RA diagnosis. Observations of the previous analysis (given
in Fig. 8 and “Experimental result on classification”) shows
that, use of all extracted features in the classifier decreases
the rate of accurate RA detection. Therefore, we perform the
selection of features using SVM-RFE and RELIEF as mentioned in “Feature selection for 2nd stage classification (RA
classification)”. In case of SVM-RFE based feature selection, the linear kernel is used. The weight of each feature
in SVM-RFE is negatively correlated with rank value and
rank of each feature for our analysis is shown in Fig. 10a.
Therefore, feature with minimum rank contains maximum
weight value for discriminating the groups. In trial and error
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Fig. 10  a Rank of features using SVM-RFE; b weight of features using RELIEF

for RA classification using SVM-RFE based feature selection, we varied the upper limit of rank threshold from 20 to
100 with an interval of 10 starting from 1. Analysis shows
that, rank threshold 50 generates intra highest accuracy of
67% using SVM-RFE by selecting 50 different features as
shown in Fig. 9 (Rank limit 50 marked by the horizontal line
in Fig. 10a). Depending on the number of features selected
using SVM-RFE, the weight threshold of RELIEF method
has been fixed to 0.01. 47 features are selected with weight
threshold greater than 0.01 whereas use of weight threshold
greater than 0.02, 0.015 and 0.005 selects 30, 37 and 64 features respectively. As the weight threshold 0.01 for RELIEF
selects maximum nearest numbers of features i.e. 47 compare to SVM-RFE, so 0.01 is considered as the final weight
for RELIEF based feature selection as marked in Fig. 10b
with horizontal line. Final selected features (47 features with
weight 0.01) using RELIEF generates 71% correct classification of RA. The Table 4 mentioned the selected features
using SVM-RFE and RELIEF. The SVM-RFE and RELIEF
contain the limitation of parameter selection like selection
of rank threshold and weight respectively.
Therefore in our experiment, we performed accuracy
based selection of feature groups in descending order until
maximum nearest number of features are selected compare
to SVM-RFE (50 features). The Fig. 8 shows the accuracy of
each group of feature. Following the Fig. 8, the GLDS feature group extracted from inflamed ROI is considered which
contains five number of features as it gives maximum group
based accuracy. To select similar number of features compare to SVM-RFE, the second highest accuracy generated
SGLDM (holistic knee thermogram based features) feature
group has been selected. Combination of these two groups
contains total 31 number of features. In this way, SFM
(holistic knee thermogram based features), FPS (inflamed
ROI based features), FOS (holistic knee thermogram based
features), and SFM (inflamed ROI based features) groups

are also selected. Collection of these six groups contains 50
number of features which is exactly equal to SVM-RFE. The
accuracy based selected feature set generates 73% correct
classification of RA. Observation from Fig. 8 shows that
the each of the selected six groups individually generates
above 65% and maximum 70% accuracy of classification.
Our accuracy based selection of feature group increases the
rate of RA classification i.e. 73% compared to existing feature selection methods as shown in Table 4.

Discussion
The merits of thermogram oriented joint inflammation
detection in diagnosis of arthritis widely depends on accurate segmentation of inflamed regions, features extraction
along with selection and classification as mentioned in the
previous sections. Depending on the review works, the primary objective of the study is to classify RA thermograms
considering the factors like segmentation, feature selections
and classification as discussed below.

Inflamed region segmentation
The segmentation of inflamed region is an important step
in inflammation analysis and feature extraction. Although
segmentation of inflamed regions from thermograms present in previous research, but contains some short comings.
In past, authors performed Otsu threshold based clustering
[22–24], fuzzy c means clustering [9, 20, 21], and K-means
clustering [21–23] for arthritis related thermogram segmentation. The problem associated with clustering method for
segmentation are cluster number selection, cluster center
selection and selection of the cluster which represents the
inflamed region of interest. The region growing [25, 26] is
also applied on joint thermograms for segmenting inflamed
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Knee thermogram

SVM-RFE (number of total
selected features: 50)

Inflamed ROI

ROI mask
RELIEF (number of total selected Knee thermogram
features: 47)

Inflamed ROI

Applied on

Feature selection methods

9
26

5
5
4
6
9
26
5
5
4
6
2
7
9
26

5
5
4
6
9
26

GLDS
NGTDM
SFM
TEM
FOS
SGLDM
GLDS
NGTDM
SFM
TEM
FPS
SF
FOS
SGLDM

GLDS
NGTDM
SFM
TEM
FOS
SGLDM

Original
number of
feature

FOS
SGLDM

Feature group

Table 4  Selection of features for 2nd stage classification (RA classification)

4
4
3
2
0
7

17

2
2
2
4
1
4
6

4
2
2
4
2
8

2
11

Number
of selected
featuresa

Mean based: energy, contrast, correlation, variance, sum of average, sum
of variance, sum of entropy, entropy, difference variance, difference
entropy, information measures of correlation in x and y axis. Difference
based: contrast, correlation, sum of average, sum of entropy, entropy
Contrast, energy, entropy, mean
Coarseness, contrast, busyness, texture strength
Contrast, periodicity, regularity/roughness
Texture energy using SS, LS kernel (5 × 5)
Nil
Mean based: information measures of correlation in x axis
Difference based: variance, homogenity
Sum of average, sum of entropy, difference of entropy, information measures of correlation in y axis based

Skewness, energy
Mean based: contrast, homogenity, sum of entropy, entropy, difference
variance, difference entropy, information measures of correlation in
y axis. difference based: sum of average, sum of entropy, difference
entropy, and information measure of correlation in x axis
Homogenity, contrast, energy, entropy
Contrast, busyness
Contrast, periodicity
Texture energy using EE, SS, LE, ES kernel (5 × 5)
Variance, kurtosis
Mean based: variance, sum of average, sum of variance, information
measures of correlation in x and y axis. Difference based: sum of
entropy, entropy, difference variance
entropy, mean
Busyness, complexity
Contrast, roughness
Texture energy using LL, EE, LE, LS kernel (5 × 5)
Radial sum
Area, Euler no., perimeter, convexity
Mean, variance, skewness, energy, entropy, standard deviation

Selected features

71%

67%

Accuracy
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a

26

5
5
4
6
9
26
5
5
4
6
2
7

SGLDM

GLDS
NGTDM
SFM
TEM
FOS
SGLDM
GLDS
NGTDM
SFM
TEM
FPS
SF

ROI Mask
Knee thermogram

ROI Mask

Inflamed ROI

5
5
4
6
2
7
9

GLDS
NGTDM
SFM
TEM
FPS
SF
FOS

Original
number of
feature

Feature group

Applied on

0
0
4
0
0
0
5
0
4
0
2
0

26

0
1
1
0
1
1
9

Number
of selected
featuresa

Accuracy

Nil
Coarseness
Coarseness
Nil
Angular sum
Area
Mean, variance, median, mode, skewness, kurtosis, energy, entropy,
73%
standard deviation
Mean and difference based: energy, contrast, correlation, variance,
homogenity, sum of average, sun of variance, sum entropy, entropy, difference variance, difference entropy, information measures of correlation (x axis, y axis based)
Nil
Nil
Coarseness, contrast, periodicity, regularity/roughness
Nil
Nil
Nil
Homogenity, contrast, energy, entropy, mean
Nil
Coarseness, contrast, periodicity, regularity/roughness
Nil
Radial sum, angular sum
Nil

Selected features

Feature selection methods are applied on total extracted 119 features from knee thermograms and ROIs as mentioned in Table 2

Accuracy based feature group
selection (number of selected
features: 50)

Feature selection methods

Table 4  (continued)
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region of interest in past. The drawback of region growing associated with selection of single seed and threshold
value depending on the highest intensity pixel for extracting
similar pixels considering minimum threshold difference.
As our thermograms, contains several disjoint inflamed
region of interest, so multiple seed selection is required. In
our analysis, we incorporate threshold based multiple seed
selection with existing region growing to increase the accuracy of segmentation. Comparative study of segmentation
as given in Table 3 and Fig. 7 shows that, modified multiseeded region growing provides higher accuracy of segmentation compare to K-means, FCM, Otsu and existing region
growing methods. Analysis of Table 3 also shows that, the
modified multi-seeded region growing generates maximum
amount of sensitivity, specificity and similarity compare to
existing segmentation techniques with minimum amount of
border error.
The accurate segmentation of inflamed ROI using modified multi-seeded region growing is based on the selection of
threshold value and seed point in each iteration. The threshold value and seed selection depends on T and 𝜙 respectively
as mentioned in “Inflamed region of interest (ROI) segmentation” and in Algorithm 1. The following subsections mentioned the procedure of T and 𝜙 value selection followed by
computational complexity based analysis of modified multiseeded region growing method.

T and 𝜙 value selection for modified multi‑seeded region
growing
In modified multi-seeded region growing based inflamed
region segmentation, the threshold value (T) is responsible
for considering pixels under inflamed ROI comparing with
seed point. In each iteration, the eight neighborhood pixels
of a seed point are compared with seed pixel and considered
under inflamed ROI. As the inflamed region consists of variation in pixel intensity, so minor difference in between seed
point and its neighborhood pixels may exists. The neighborhood of the seed pixel is considered under inflamed region of
interest if the absolute difference between them is less than
T. In this study, the input image is normalized and ranged
from 0 to 1. The value of T need to greater than 0, because
the absolute difference in between seed pixel and neighborhood is always greater than or equal to 0. With T = 0, the
condition in step 4.1 of Algorithm 1 will never satisfied. So,
T is fixed with a minimum value i.e., 0.01 for satisfying the
condition in step 4.1 and to consider the neighborhood pixels
of seed pixel with minimum variance as region of interest.
The proposed modified multi-seeded region growing
(detailed in Algorithm 1) is an iterative method for extraction of inflamed region of interest from thermogram. The
method mainly comprises of two steps: seed selection and
seed pixel based comparison of neighborhood pixels of seed
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to consider those under inflamed region. In each iteration
both the steps are performed for optimal inflamed region
extraction. With the increase of iteration, all the pixels will
be considered under inflamed region. So, the iteration stopping criteria is introduced depending on 𝜙 . The variable𝜙
decides whether the maximum intensity pixel in each iteration can be considered as seed pixel or not. In step 3 of
Algorithm 1, if the value of maximum intensity pixel (M)
is less then 𝜙 , M will not considered as seed pixel and the
variable COND will set to 1 and also progress of iteration
will terminate. Selection of the value of 𝜙 is performed here
depending on the histogram peaks of the input thermograms.
The inflamed region in the input thermogram is our region
of interest for segmentation and it is represented with higher
gray level pixel intensity in the image. Each input image
consists of multiple peaks related to intensity distribution
in the histogram. Therefore, from the histogram of input
thermogram, we find out eight optimal peaks as shown in
Fig. 11a [41]. As we are aim to segment the inflamed region,
so the peak with highest gray level (h) of each thermogram
is considered for 𝜙 value generation. The Fig. 11b plots the
h value of all the input thermograms and mean of all h is
considered for generation of 𝜙 here. The mean of h for our
dataset is 238 and in step 1 of Algorithm 1, the value is
normalized by dividing with 255. The final 𝜙 for our dataset
is, 𝜙 = mean(h)∕255, i.e., 𝜙 = 238∕255 as given in step 1
of Algorithm 1.
Computational complexity based analysis of modified multi
seeded region growing
The computational complexity of the Modified Multi seeded
Region Growing depends on total number of iterations
required to reach terminating condition and size of the image.
Computation time for searching of the pixel with maximum
intensity using Algorithm 1.1 depends on size of the image.
Considering the size of the image as N and required number of iteration as T ,the computational complexity modified multi seeded region growing method is O(NT) . The
computational complexity of existing single seeded region
growing is O(N) . Modified multi seeded region growing
provides more accuracy of segmentation compared to existing single seeded region growing (shown in Table 3) at the
cost of computational time. The computational complexity of existing clustering techniques, i.e., K-means, Fuzzy
C-means, and Otsu method are O(NndT), O(Nn2 dT), and
O(Ln ) respectively [44, 45]. Here, n stands for cluster number, d indicates number of dimension and L contains the
highest intensity level. The K-means, Fuzzy C-means and
Otsu method generates clustering outcome. Therefore, in the
post processing step, the cluster representing the inflamed
region need to be extracted depending on input image highest intensity. The corresponding cluster representing input
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Fig. 11  a Histogram peaks of a thermogram marked with rectangular box; b histogram peak with highest gray level intensity value of each thermogram

image highest intensity signifies the inflamed region of interest. The computational complexity of final cluster selection
in post processing step is O(N) for K-means, Fuzzy C-means
and Otsu method and it combines with the method’s own
computational complexity. Therefore, computational complexity based analysis shows that, modified multi seeded
region growing requires less time compare to existing clustering methods of thermogram segmentation.

Feature extraction and selection for classification
In our analysis, classification of RA has been performed
depending on extracted features from thermograms. In the
first phase of classification, arthritis and non-arthritis thermograms are classified using shape features of inflamed
regions and achieved 91% accurate detection rate as mentioned in result section. In the second stage, RA has been
classified from arthritis thermograms by extracting features
from inflamed regions and holistic knee. Combination of all
features decreases the rate of RA classification as shown
in Fig. 8. Therefore, feature selection has been performed
from the extracted features to increase the classification
rate. SVM-RFE and RELIEF methods are used for selection of effective features. The feature selection through
SVM-RFE and RELIEF is highly influenced by the selection of input parameter like rank and weight respectively.
In case of SVM-RFE with rank up to 50 (staring from 1),
number of selected features is 50 and generates 67% accurate detection rate. Analysis shown in “Feature selection
for RA classification” implies that decrease of the rank
value also decreases the number of features and accuracy
for SVM-RFE (shown in Fig. 9). Also with the increase
in rank value, more features are selected. But higher the

Fig. 12  Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for comparing
feature selection methods

number of features decreases the accuracy of classification.
Therefore rank value 1–50 based selected features for SVMRFE generates intra highest accuracy of RA classification.
Depending on the number of features selected through
SVM-RFE, the weight parameter of RELIEF method is
fixed to 0.01 as described in “Feature selection for RA classification” and generates 71% correct detection rate of RA.
In our analysis, we increases the correct classification rate
of RA by performing accuracy based selection of feature
group. From Table 4, it can be observe that thought the
number of selected features for SVM-RFE and our accuracy
based feature selection methods are similar (50 features),
but the correct detection rate differs. With our feature selection method, the accuracy increased by 6% compared to
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SVM-RFE because of the selected features using both the
methods are not identical. In case of accuracy based feature
selection, features from six different groups are selected
whereas, for SVM-RFE, features are selected from 14 different groups which result the dissimilar accuracy of classification. Figure 12 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the feature selection methods. From the
correct detection rate of RA given in Table 4 and the ROC
curve, we can see that accuracy and area under the curve
(AUC) are higher for our accuracy based feature selection
method compare to other two existing methods.

Compliance with ethical standards

Conclusion
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